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Star Watch is reeling. The service has beaten New Men, massed bug fleets and hideous
android attackers, but at a grim cost in men, starships and radioactive planets.The human
worlds face starvation, increased space piracy and insurrections.Star Watch needs a break. It
needs time to regroup, rebuild and reunite star systems.But Lord Drakos—the perfect soldier—
knows this is the time to strike. With a fleet of renegade New Men and hybrid Swarm creatures,
and a unique Builder weapon, he will smash Star Watch and rule the premen as emperor
supreme.Plan A has Captain Maddox capturing Drakos before he can find the Swarm splinter
colony world. Plan B means Star Watch will have to risk sending its last fleet into the Beyond.For
Maddox this is also haunting time, as he closes in on the identities of his mother and father.THE
LOST SWARM is the eleventh book in the LOST STARSHIP SERIES.
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small south sea island in the Pacific Ocean was a pleasant community of prisoners, people the
Commonwealth of Planets could not afford to let run free, mainly for political reasons, but also
for military reasons in some cases. Chief among the captives was the former head of Star Watch
Intelligence, Mary O’Hara.She was an older woman, known for her gray hair, matronly demeanor
and having a sure hand at Intelligence operations. Her physical attributes, at least, had changed
during her confinement in this tropical paradise. She had become fitter and leaner.After endless
months of shuffleboard and bingo—and after her calls to the Lord High Admiral were no longer
accepted—the woman people used to call the Iron Lady made a decision. She was going to
escape, as she could no longer endure the lack of real mental stimulation.She could have taken
up hobbies to pass the time, but those weren’t stimulating enough. She had played spy games
against New Men geniuses and had won at times. How could mere hobbies compare to that?
She had been the brains behind Star Watch Intelligence and had risen against many threats and
outthought many hidden opponents. She had lost at times, true enough, but that had merely
spurred her to greater effort.Mary also couldn’t believe that Captain Maddox hadn’t come to visit
her once in all this time, and after all that she had done for the ungrateful lad. She was going to
escape and give that man a piece of her mind. That was for damn sure.Not that Mary O’Hara
liked to use strong language. That was her frustration showing in a woman who never—well,
almost never—lost her temper.Mary had tanned, colored her hair back to its original youthful
brunette and let it grow past her shoulders. That had taken some hair treatments and time,
naturally. She had also exercised regularly in the island gym, walked on inland trails and kayaked
along the shores.She had taken so-called Methuselah Treatments throughout the years, so even
though most would consider her an older woman, she was as fit as an athletic forty-five-year-old.
During her time on the island, she’d lost around fifteen pounds, and her smooth muscles had
become much harder than before her confinement.As a Star Watch officer, she had long ago
become proficient in unarmed combat and was an expert pistol marksman.Today, Mary strolled
along an island path, with beautiful tropical trees swaying beside her as colorful birds quarreled
on the branches above. She was heading back to her cottage, part of a small community near



the ocean shore.The gardeners were Space Marines, and the head of security—who lived in the
office hut—was really a Star Watch Intelligence officer. The various people didn’t advertise that,
but Mary had known it at a glance each time.Today was the first Tuesday of the month. That
meant a flitter had landed at the middle island compound. It was a surveillance station prohibited
to the prisoners—not on pain of death, but on relocation to a more formal prison with outer
electric security fences, thick walls and bars.Mary walked briskly, her face leaner than it had
been in forty years. She wore hiking boots, loose-fitting cotton slacks, a colorful and slightly
sweaty Hawaiian shirt and a wide-brimmed hat to block the tropical sun’s ultraviolet rays.She
wore a look of concentration, but no one would have considered that dangerous. Mary always
had that look while hiking.No one knew it, not even the prison psychologists, but Mary always
had that look because she always plotted escape as she hiked. If she didn’t, she worked on
methods to throw off the prison psychologists.She stepped off the dirt path onto a blacktop
“road” that led past many cottages. A cooling ocean breeze struck as she heard waves lap
against the rocky shore.A lean man in overalls clipping a fast-growing bush hardly glanced at
her, but he did notice. Mary noticed him noticing. He was a Space Marine acting as a gardener,
and Mary had no illusions about defeating him in unarmed combat.Just the same, she was
heading for the equipment area, passing from his view. It was ten after eleven in the morning,
and the wooden gate to the area and tool shed would be open. The bigger, tougher Space
Marine who worked that area always took his lunch break early. His predictable routine was bad
form for a jailor.Today, he was going to learn why.Three minutes and fifteen seconds later, Mary
walked past the seventh cottage of the compound and turned left instead of right as usual. She
headed for an open gate. Her heart rate increased because she knew hidden surveillance
cameras watched her. She didn’t know if a dedicated analytical computer would signal an alarm,
as she had never turned left here.Four seconds later, she passed through the gate and saw the
beefy Space Marine tear into a huge Dagwood sandwich. He sat on a bench under an umbrella,
leaning back against a wooden picnic table.The man noticed her as he took another massive
bite. He straightened as he chewed, hurrying so he could no doubt tell her this was a restricted
area. She would have to leave immediately.Mary smiled at him. “Don’t bother getting up. I just
need to borrow a pair of clippers. They’re in there, aren’t they?” She pointed at the open door of
the tool shed.He scowled, still chewing fast, gulping to get down some of the huge bite so he
could speak. Reluctantly, he set down what was left of his sandwich.“Hey,” he finally said with
food still in his mouth.Mary ignored him, walking past the table.He shot to his feet, gulped again,
and said, “You can’t go in there.”“It’s no bother,” she said in her sweetest motherly voice.The
beefy Space Marine hurried, one of his big hands reaching out, catching her upper arm, the
fingers closing around her flesh.“I told you—” he said.Mary had been waiting for his move. The
moment his fingers curled around her arm, she turned in toward him. She didn’t do it fast. She’d
practiced the move in her cottage many times in order to get it right. She turned toward him just
quickly enough to give her momentum, but not so fast that it alerted his trained combat senses.“I
told you—”Mary’s up-thrusting knee smashed perfectly against his balls, crushing them against



his body. She’d timed it just right, knowing this was her best way to incapacitate a much stronger
Space Marine.He groaned, released his hold and folded onto the ground. It was actually quite
pathetic.Mary turned away, feeling slightly guilty for what she had done, continuing until she was
inside the tool shed. She stopped in the center, a gas-oil odor wafting from the landscaping
equipment.Oh, yes, of course. She located the hiding spot, moving to it. With her left foot, she
pushed a carton closer, stepped onto it and reached up to the highest shelf, her questing hand
landing on a stunner.Just in time.The pale Space Marine acting as a gardener shuffled into the
tool shed. One hand cupped his bruised balls while his training and willpower forced his hurting
body to respond.Mary had little reason to believe she could outfight him even now. Thus, she
aimed the stunner at him and pulled the trigger.A low whine heralded a nearly invisible blot of
power aimed at him. The stun setting was high enough that the blast knocked him down and out.
He shouldn’t stir for at least another hour.Mary took little pleasure in her victory. She had nothing
against the Space Marines. They were just doing their jobs. But she needed the jeep and the
right ID to reach the surveillance compound in the middle of the island.Putting the stunner into
one of the huge front pockets of her pants, Mary stepped over the unconscious Space Marine,
heading for the office of the chief of security. Wasn’t he going to be surprised seeing her and
then the stunner?The tiniest quirk of a smile touched Mary’s lips. The Lord High Admiral must
have handpicked the officer, believing the operative would be able to keep her a prisoner here
forever.Mr. Handpicked was going to be in for a rude surprise.-2-Mary never knew if Mr.
Handpicked was surprised or not because she’d shot him in the neck while he’d been snoring in
an easy chair in the living room. It hadn’t been a sporting shot, but then her escape attempt
wasn’t a sporting event. No doubt, the surprise would come when he awoke.One thing surprised
her, though. The hut contained an analytical computer dedicated to discerning her actions, and it
had been beeping—she could tell by the blinking red light. The sound had been turned off,
however—maybe so alerts wouldn’t interrupt his precious naps.Even though that worked to her
advantage today, as a professional, that annoyed her. Did the Lord High Admiral think so poorly
of her that he’d assigned a nincompoop as her head jailor?She’d silently debated the question
during the drive through the jungle to the surveillance compound. Gaining entrance had been as
simple as sliding the stolen ID into a slot and driving through the opening steel gate.If that hadn’t
been enough, stealing aboard the landed flitter had been as easy as walking to the parked
machine, stunning the two attendants servicing it, climbing aboard and taking off.Mary stared
down at the dwindling island. Shallow green water surrounded the tropical paradise, while
deeper blue waters surrounded that. Soon, white clouds floated below her, and the small
landmass dwindled into a dot.This had to be the easiest escape ever.Too easy.Mary frowned.
Did the ease of her escape indicate a problem?She flicked on the flitter’s sensors. They showed
nothing unusual. She chewed a corner of her lower lip. A few moments’ thought caused her to
stare out of the canopy, first in one direction and then the other. She leaned against the bubble-
shaped plastic next, looking down to the right and left. Then, she looked up into the heavens.She
didn’t spot anything suspicious, and that made her wary. Just what was going on anyway?She



checked the com—nothing—no one giving her a warning to land while she could.Could her
jailors really be so incompetent?She doubted it.Mary increased speed, heading for Australia
about seventeen hundred kilometers away. There was a man she needed to meet at a Sydney
park. She would know him when she saw him. If—Her sensor board beeped. She tapped the
panel. A large craft descended from orbital space toward her. A second later, Mary was startled
as the comm board lit up. Someone was calling her.Mary thought three seconds before putting
the flitter’s nose down and increasing speed. An unbidden thought came: she was going to
escape, or she was going to die trying.She cocked her head at that. Was this really worth dying
over?Yes, a voice inside her head said.Mary shook her head. That did not sound like her.It is, the
voice said. Do it. Get it over with. Life’s been a dreadful bore as a prisoner.“No, it hasn’t,” Mary
replied.Do you want to be a prisoner for the rest of your life?“If this doesn’t work, Captain
Maddox will get me out.”Oh? And how often has Captain Maddox visited you?“He’s been busy,”
Mary said.“Who are you talking to,” a gruff man asked.It took Mary a second to realize that
wasn’t a question from the voice inside her head. No. The question came from the comm panel.
But she could not remember turning it on.“Is anyone with you?” the man asked.“Lord High
Admiral?” Mary asked.“That’s right,” he said from the comm speaker.Mary blinked several times.
Finally, she tapped the comm. A tiny screen flickered on until she looked into the craggy face of
Admiral Cook, the old, thickly white-haired admiral, the father figure for just about everyone in
the Commonwealth of Planets.“Are you in that ship up there?” Mary asked.“That’s right,” Admiral
Cook said.“Did you know I was going to escape?”Cook didn’t answer.Mary grit her teeth,
grabbed the controls turned the nose down steeper and increased speed.“What are you doing?”
Cook asked.There was a pain in her skull as she said, “I’m sick of being a prisoner.”“Come now,
Brigadier, you’re not suggesting that you’re planning suicide if we come to take you.”“What if I
am?”“Then your condition is even worse than I expected.”Mary winced. That had been a low
blow. By condition, he obviously meant her mind. That’s why she’d lost her position as head of
Star Watch Intelligence. Enemies had stolen secrets from her brain and had also mind-
controlled her for a while. It was possible she had latent controls in her head that would cause
her to turn against Star Watch at just the wrong moment.In fact, she’d been hearing a voice in
her head. The pressure in her skull increased. She frowned severely, rubbing her forehead. It
was conceivable the voice was someone speaking directly into her mind, attempting to use her.
The pressure grew worse, but she had become the Iron Lady through implacable willpower.“No,”
Mary whispered. With a trembling hand, she reached out and decreased speed. Then she lifted
the flitter’s nose so she didn’t dive at such a steep angle.“That’s better,” Cook said.For a
moment, Mary was sure the skull pressure would cause her head to explode. Then, the pressure
abruptly ceased, leaving her gasping.“Is everything all right?” Cook asked.Mary’s mouth was dry.
The voice, the skull pressure and that she’d finally pushed herself into really escaping…“Have
you been waiting for me to escape?” she asked.For several seconds there was nothing. Finally,
Cook cleared his throat, saying, “I’ve been waiting three weeks already.”“So…I didn’t
incapacitate the Space Marine?”“If you mean Sergeant Leskovich, medics hurried him to



medical. He’s going to be okay, though.”“What does that mean?”“You didn’t castrate him, even
though you…well, never mind. It was a cunning if low blow.”“And your officer in the hut?” asked
Mary.“You caught him sleeping,” Cook said, his voice hardening. “By that, he’s earned himself a
demotion. If nothing else, you helped me weed out an incompetent Intelligence officer.”“Is that
supposed to mollify me for this fiasco?”“No, Brigadier. The profilers say you heartily disliked him.
I’m merely giving you some sugar to make the nasty medicine go down.”“I’m not going back to
the island.”The Lord High Admiral sighed. “I’ve tried to have you reinstated in Intelligence.
There’s no getting around the stricture, though.”“What does that mean?”“The Prime Minister has
overruled me.”She stared at the bluff face in the tiny screen. “You’d really risk having me run
Intelligence again?”Cook squirmed in his seat the tiniest bit, which was all the answer she
needed.“You have something else in mind?” she asked.“Quite.”“What is it?”He shook his head.
“I’m not saying over the ether.”She studied him, debating whether she should tell him about the
skull pressure and the voice in her head that had suggested she end it all. It was a struggle, as
she desperately wanted her freedom. But she couldn’t jeopardize Star Watch, not even if that
meant she had to remain a prisoner for the rest of her life. Besides, it was clear now that
someone, perhaps some enemy organization, was trying to use her.“Sir,” she said.Was there
something in her voice that alerted him? In the tiny screen, he turned swiftly and made a motion.
The action startled Mary, and she hesitated speakingAt that instant, a beam shot from the
descending spaceship. It struck her flitter, filling the bubble canopy with a strange orange glow.
Mary O’Hara’s eyelids fluttered and then she slumped, unconscious, as her flitter began to
plummet toward the waiting ocean.-3-Mary awoke groggily on a med-cot. She saw tubes in her
arms and felt a warm band around her head. Disorientation filled her. What had happened to
her?Slowly, she recalled her escape from the south sea island. She’d been in a flitter talking to
the Lord High Admiral via comm and then a ray had beamed down from the ship, turning her
world orange and—She tried to raise her head, but that proved too exhausting. She must have
fallen unconscious after the orange ray had struck. So, why hadn’t the flitter plunged into the
ocean?The spaceship coming down must have used a tractor beam. That must have caught the
flitter and dragged it up here. Yes. She could feel the subtle vibration that meant she was in a
spaceship with an antimatter engine supplying power.She closed her eyes, thinking. Had that
really been the Lord High Admiral she’d seen in the comm screen? Maybe someone had been
impersonating him in order to fool her.Could it have been an android imposter? Given the
victorious space battle six months ago in the Solar System, she thought Star Watch had finished
the androids for good. She wasn’t privy to insider information these days. But even she’d heard
about androids tearing off their clothes and outer false skin to reveal the gleaming metal
underneath. The androids had mined the heavy-metals chthonian planet in the Alpha Centauri
System, building superior ship structures with them. Even so, Star Watch had smashed the
invading android fleet, and that should have been the end of any android menace for years to
come.This isn’t an android operation, she told herself. The androids were finished in Human
Space.The voice in her head and the skull pressure…that indicated Bosks. Bosks meant New



Men hardliners, which ultimately meant Lord Drakos. Because of Drakos and his Bosks, she’d
lost her position as head of Intelligence, becoming a prisoner.“No,” she told herself aloud. She
wasn’t going to feel sorry for herself. She was going to act like a Star Watch Intelligence officer
and figure this out.Star Watch had smashed the Bosks’ operation some time ago. Hardliner New
Men might have sent an agent to Earth, but it was unlikely even New Men would be arrogant
enough to try to slip a ship into Earth’s atmosphere.“How is she?” a gruff-voiced man
asked.Mary recognized the voice, bringing relief. It was the Lord High Admiral. Maybe he really
was who he had claimed to be on the tiny screen.Mary opened her eyes, seeing a tall doctor
and the taller, if stoop-shouldered, Admiral Cook peering down at her. Cook wore his white
admiral’s uniform. There were a few more seams in his rugged face, and the crow’s feet at the
corners of his eyes seemed deeper than she remembered.“How do you feel?” Cook asked.Mary
ingested the question even as she realized the doctor hadn’t answered the admiral’s inquiry
concerning her condition.“Why am I strapped down like this?” she asked, indicating the steel
bands holding down her arms and legs.Cook glanced at the doctor as if he had the answer.The
doctor had a long lean face and troubled eyes. Mary didn’t like that.“The straps are a precaution,”
Cook finally told her.“Do you think I’m going mad?” she asked.“No,” the doctor said in a rather
high-pitched voice. “You are certainly not insane. Tell me. Have you been hearing voices in your
mind?”“No,” Mary said.The doctor gave Cook a significant glance, indicating the man thought
she was lying.“Just one voice,” Mary said.“Did you recognize the voice?” Cook asked her.Mary
shook her head.“When did you begin hearing it?”“Only today,” she said, “while flying toward
Australia. Oh. There is something else. I was going to meet a man in a Sydney park. I don’t know
who, but I remember thinking I would know him when I saw him.”“Did the voice tell you about the
man?”“No. I just knew…” Mary’s voice trailed off. It hit her then, the seriousness of her condition,
and she had to battle off a wave of dejection. She was the Iron Lady who used to run
Intelligence. She wasn’t going to wilt before the mind specialist and certainly not before the Lord
High Admiral. It was time to pull it together and help them against the hidden enemy who had
been using her.“You told me earlier that you’ve been waiting three weeks for me to make a
break,” she told Cook. “There has to be a reason for the particular timeframe. I would suspect—
oh. You must have intercepted strange beams directed at the island.”“More precisely,” Cook said,
“directed at you on the island.”Mary nodded even as a cold feeling came over her. She had
almost become an enemy tool. Anger welled up. She latched onto that, but masked it from them,
using it as a mental crutch to prop her up.“Was that the first time you intercepted such rays?” she
asked.“It was,” Cook said.“Did I begin acting differently?”“On the contrary,” Cook said, “more
routinely. You’ve done nothing out of the ordinary for the past three weeks except for the escape
itself. If I were to guess, I would say you’ve been acting that way so your handlers would lower
their guard, which they did.”“You didn’t warn them about the rays?”Cook shook his head. “We
didn’t know if one of them was working with—with whoever sent the rays. How did the enemy
know your precise location each time?”“Who do you suspect beamed the rays?”“The obvious
people,” he said.“Lord Drakos?”“It doesn’t specifically have to be him,” Cook said, “but New Men



hardliners certainly.”“Hmm. The voice suggested I dive into the ocean instead of allowing you to
recapture me.”“Interesting,” the doctor said. “That would suggest that they would rather have you
die than face recapture.”Cook had been fingering his chin. “What don’t they want us finding in
her mind?”“I have no idea,” the doctor said. “Clearly, though, it must be important.”Cook rubbed
his jaw further, looked away and then directly down at her. “Where’s Captain Maddox?”“What?”
Mary asked, startled by the question.“His whereabouts?” asked Cook. “Where is he?”“How
could I possibly know that? Why? Is Maddox missing?”“In a manner of speaking,” Cook
admitted, “although I wouldn’t worry about him just yet.”Mary blinked several times, disturbed at
the disjointedness of the questions versus the statement. It had been over six months already
since the victory over the androids. What had the captain been doing since then? It sounded like
something to stir Lord Drakos and his hardliners. Mary didn’t like that one bit. Maddox held too
many grudges against Drakos for the captain to work as efficiently as he usually did. Maddox
held too many grudges against New Men, and they were so damned smart and so much…better
than ordinary humans, better even than Maddox.“What did you order him to do this time?” Mary
demanded. “If you’ve sent him on another of your harebrained—”“Brigadier,” Cook said sternly.
“That will be quite enough of that.”Mary didn’t think so. Then, she caught the doctor’s look. He
seemed a little too eager to hear what she was going to say. That helped her calm down and
switch mental gears.“Just how long am I going to be strapped down to this thing?” she
asked.The doctor let slip the slightest of disappointed looks, but he hid it as well as could be
expected. Mary noticed Cook noticing the doctor’s disappointment. The old man was sharp. That
was interesting.“Doctor,” Cook said. “You heard her question. Answer it please.”“Oh,” the doctor
said. “Well…if someone keeps an eye on her, I think she’s well enough to leave the med-cot.
There are no devices inside her, and we scanned thoroughly. Our ship has special shielding that
can block even their strange mind rays—whoever they are. Besides, we’ve already seen that she
can stave off suicidal suggestions.”“Excellent,” Cook said. “Release her at once. I’ll escort her to
the infirmary.”“I have people who can do that,” the doctor said.“I’m not in the habit of debating
one of my orders,” Cook said.“Oh. Yes, of course, sir,” the doctor said. “I’m sorry, sir.” The lean
man turned and shouted orders.With the doctor’s back to them, Mary gave Cook a questioning
glance. He shook his head and then put a placid demeanor on his features as the doctor turned
back to them.Something was going on here, Mary decided. She had no idea what it could be.
Hopefully, Admiral Cook would let her in on the secret so it wouldn’t drive her batty trying to
figure it out.-4-Mary walked beside the Lord High Admiral, and it seemed like old times back at
Star Watch Headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. Her green hospital gown defeated the image,
however, and the narrowness of the ship corridors and the constant vibration on the deckplates
ruined the feeling as well.“Admiral,” she began.He held up one of his big hands, a signal to
wait.She closed her mouth as she walked beside him in her paper slippers. They moved through
several corridors, passing the way to the infirmary.“You look like you could use a drink,” Cook
said.“Uh…yes, I would like one.”“I have an excellent bottle of brandy in my office.”They took a lift
to a different level and finally entered his office. It was more cramped than usual, which indicated



a smaller spaceship. Of course, it had come down into a planetary atmosphere. A battleship
couldn’t do that.He indicated a chair. She almost collapsed into it, not realizing until then how
tired she really was. He went around behind his desk, sat with a grunt and opened a bottom
drawer. Mary expected to see him set a bottle of brandy on the desk. Instead, he put a scrambler
there and switched it on so it buzzed softly.“That should do the trick,” he said.“Who would try
using a snooper on you aboard your own ship, sir?”“If the past is any indication of the future, a lot
of people. Besides, I’ve wondered if enemy or double agents worked on the island. It would be
no extraordinary feat if such an agent were aboard the ship. I also distrust the doctor.”“Why keep
him then?”“Brigadier, I need some advice,” he said, avoiding her question.“That’s why you
waited three weeks for me to escape the island?”The admiral squirmed in his chair, finally
shaking his head. “Not altogether. The rays beamed at you greatly disturbed me. I suspected
New Men hardliners, of course, which would logically indicate a stealth star cruiser somewhere
near Earth. We have been unable to find one, though.” His lips drew back, exposing his teeth. “I
would dearly like to know who sent the rays. Oh, we tried everything to find the sender.
Everything failed. Does that mean New Men have infiltrated agents back on Earth? I hate
thinking so, but it seems damned likely.”Silently, Mary agreed. The New Men were good at
spying, usually three to five steps ahead of regular people. “How is Stokes doing running
Intelligence?”“As well as can be expected. Stokes is a competent operator, but he is not the Iron
Lady. I need you back in the saddle.”“I’m hearing a voice in my head, though.”Cook nodded. “The
reason I can’t let you run the show. But…” He frowned down at his hands before regarding her
again.“What happened to Maddox?” she asked in a worried voice.It seemed the admiral
wouldn’t answer. “I haven’t heard from him for over two months. He’s in the Beyond, I believe. He
has his long-range Builder comm device. He was supposed to have given two reports already,
one each month.”“Are you saying he’s dead?”“Mary, don’t torment yourself. Both Maddox and
Victory have been overdue longer than two months before. He’s following a lead, a trail to
attempt to find Commander Thrax Ti Ix.”“No,” she whispered. “I’d forgotten all about the bug
leader.” She squeezed her eyelids closed before opening them wide. Old facts bubbled up.
“Thrax is a hybrid Swarm creature,” she said in a rote voice. “He escaped from us at the end of
the terrible Swarm Invasion. They sent eighty thousand warships.” Her brows furrowed as if she
had trouble remembering more. “Thrax and his fellow hybrids fled the detonation of Alpha
Centauri ‘A’ star.”Cook nodded.Several years ago, during the first Swarm Invasion, at the terrible
crisis moment when it looked like the enemy fleet was finally going to overpower Star Watch and
the allied New Men, Professor Ludendorff had subconsciously constructed a Builder device, the
design long ago implanted in his mind. Maddox had used the device against an evil spiritual Ska
entity. Powering the Builder device with his own life force, Maddox had badly wounded the Ska,
which had fled into the hot star for healing. That had caused the star to explode, annihilating the
vast majority of the remaining invading Swarm vessels. Thrax had led the only star-drive jump
capable Swarm ships, fleeing the destruction with them.Thrax Ti Ix the hybrid had been an odd
sort of Swarm creature. Maddox had first met the bug years earlier on a Builder Dyson Sphere



one thousand light-years from Earth. Thrax with other hybrids had escaped the destroyed
sphere, going to the Swarm Imperium and teaching them about Laumer Points and hyper-spatial
tubes.After the destruction of Alpha Centauri “A” star, Thrax had taken his approximately one
hundred and sixty warships to some unknown location. They had fled far into the Beyond, never
seen since.Cook folded his thick fingers on the desk, leaning toward her.Here it comes, Mary
silently told herself.“Thrax’s one hundred and sixty warships represent a significant threat to us.
Several years ago…” Cook shook his head. “Star Watch could have easily handled them back
then. But the Commonwealth has taken massive losses from many sources. Consider: we faced
the original New Men invasion, the Swarm invasion, the Grand Fleet’s attacking the Forbidden
Planet and lately against the androids run amok. The personnel and ship losses have added up.
We used to have two ancient Destroyers as backup, but the androids destroyed them. What I’m
saying is that the Commonwealth badly needs peace. We need it so we can rebuild to our old
strength. We can’t afford to fight a new war against a determined enemy.”“Star Watch really can’t
face one hundred and sixty Swarm ships?” Mary asked.“That’s the kicker, a concentrated enemy
fleet. Yes. If we gathered Star Watch into one place, we could overpower them. But we’re spread
out to hold down the fort, as it were. There have been rebellions, outbreaks of piracy, worldwide
unrest. This has happened all over the Commonwealth. Usually, showing the flag in the form of a
Star Watch warship helps settle the situation. Sometimes, we have to send a flotilla. We’re
stretched far too thin with far too few ships.” He drummed his fingers. “There’s something else. If
Thrax appears, it will be at the behest of Lord Drakos. How many star cruisers will join the attack
saucers?”Cold fear welled up in Mary.“Since the end of the Android War,” Cook said, “we’ve
been breaking up some of the Drakos-funded rings scattered throughout the Commonwealth.
That’s the good news. Drakos and his most dedicated people have vanished. That’s helped us
hunt down many of his underground operations, as he’s not here to hinder us.”“Because he’s out
in the Beyond making deals with Commander Thrax.”“Our best analysts give that a seventy-eight
percent probability. Now, a hidden someone sends rays at your mind, causing you to escape. Do
these hidden players want the data in your mind and fear us getting that data, or is there a
different reason?” Cook shook his head. “There has to be a good reason for their wanting you at
this time.”“I have a thought.”“I’m listening.”“Maddox is out in the Beyond chasing down Thrax and
Drakos?”“I’m afraid so,” Cook said. “We need to know what’s happening out there. Regular Patrol
ships would certainly fall prey to stealth star cruisers. That’s why it has to be Starship Victory with
its veteran crew.”“Maybe the hidden agents want me in order to try to persuade Maddox to give
up his task.”“Would the captain do that if you asked?”“I don’t know,” Mary whispered.“Why do
you think he would?”Mary said nothing.“We’re in the dark about far too much,” Cook said. “Now,
if we’re lucky, perhaps Thrax will kill Lord Drakos for us. Perhaps Maddox will engineer such an
event—”“That would be good,” Mary said softly, interrupting. She squared her shoulders. “Have
you told the Emperor about all this?”“He already knows, as it was his operative that told Maddox
about Drakos’s goal. The operative gave Maddox the information in exchange for one of
Drakos’s secret agents that Maddox was in the process of capturing.”“What’s the Emperor going



to do about Drakos?”“I have no idea.”“No?”Cook frowned. “I can’t afford word of…of any of this
leaking out.” He paused as if reconsidering his words, soon shaking his head. “If Drakos and
Thrax strike together, and if they make inroads into the Commonwealth, destroying a Star Watch
fleet in the process, it’s possible the rest of the Emperor’s New Men might decide it’s time to
reinvade and win for good. Maybe the Emperor is doing nothing because conquering us so-
called submen is his real goal.”Mary grew pale. Another war with the New Men and with them
having allies this time, with the Commonwealth at a grave disadvantage… The Drakos Affair
could turn genocidal quickly.“I don’t understand,” she said. “If you can’t afford any of this leaking
out, why are you telling me? I’m a security risk.”“True.” He stared across the desk at her. “Maybe
I’m telling you so you’ll understand why I have to keep you in tight confinement.”Mary’s right hand
began to shake. She grabbed it, squeezing the hand so it wouldn’t give away her terror.“I said
maybe,” Cook told her. “Maybe I have another reason.”She would not look up at him as long as
she had to hold her traitorous hand.“I have a plan,” Cook said. “It’s risky. I need someone cunning
to help me with it. But I can’t let you run free. I can’t risk our hidden foe getting hold of you,
either.”“Where are we headed?” she whispered.He remained silent.“You’re not going to tell
me?”“Not yet,” he said.She let go of her hand. It didn’t shake. She looked up. “What do you want
me to do?”Cook leaned even farther toward her. “First, I need to make the enemy believe he’s
succeeded with you.”“Meaning…?”“I have an old android Iron Lady I’ve been saving for a long
time. Someone is going to ‘kill’ her so it’s seen by those with loose lips.”Mary said nothing.“That
should cause the hidden agents to stop aiming beams at you, which ought to help you think
more clearly.”“I thought we had shielding here against that beam.”“We do,” Cook said.“But I’m
going to be somewhere else.”“Yes.”“So…you hope a dead android Iron Lady convinces the
hidden agent…?”Cook nodded. “Yes. I hope that works.” His folded hands tightened. “Brigadier,
Star Watch and the Commonwealth cannot afford a large set-piece space battle right now. It
would be far better to win this one through cunning instead of brute force.”“Because of the bigger
threat behind Thrax and Drakos?”“Thrax and Drakos—if they combine—are plenty of threat for
us to face. But yes, there is something else out there.”“You mean something else besides the
Emperor?” she asked.“In fact,” Cook said, “there are a couple of somethings that you don’t know
about yet. That’s another reason why it would be better to win this one without heavy ship losses.
No ship losses would be optimal.”“Playing deviously isn’t your style, Admiral.”“No, it isn’t. Which
is why I need your help, but you’ve been compromised, making all of this much more difficult.
Incidentally, I think that’s one of the reasons Maddox is so set on stopping Drakos. The hardliner
chief is the key to you winning a clear mental bill of health. That’s also going to make it
dangerous for Maddox, because he needs to capture Drakos rather than simply killing him. We
need Drakos to talk, telling us exactly what he learned from you and how to stop more leaks from
happening.”Mary’s right hand flew to her mouth. She hadn’t considered that. Oh, she did hope
Maddox wouldn’t get himself killed for her sake. That would simply be awful. How could she live
with herself if that happened?“Maddox,” she whispered so softly that not even she could hear
the word. “Take care of yourself, my boy.”“What was that?” Cook asked. “Did you say



something?”Mary looked up at him. “Tell me what I have to do. And please do tell me the instant
you hear from Maddox.”Cook nodded somberly.PART IIHUNTING-1-Lord Drakos, the “superior”
or “dominant” in New Man terminology, was shorter than average. That did not make him short
compared to a subhuman—a regular Homo sapien of the Commonwealth. But it did make him
short compared to other golden-skinned supermen, as they liked to think of themselves. He also
had a lighter golden hue to his skin than others, but that didn’t matter in the slightest—to him.It
seemed to matter to others, though, that his hue was slightly different, slightly...off.Drakos
examined the skin of his right arm. He curled his fingers into a fist, enjoying the ripple of muscles
in his forearm. He had considered now and again using special skin treatments to “golden” his
hue. The act would set tongues to wagging, however. Drakos well understood the whispering
campaign that the Emperor and his cousin “Golden” Ural had set against him many years ago.
Those two were tall and well colored—the very example of a superior par excellence.Drakos
scowled. He was in a large chartroom aboard his triangular Star Cruiser Agamemnon. It was a
stealth craft along the lines of Methuselah Man Strand’s specially fitted star cruiser. In fact,
Drakos’s flagship led thirteen other triangular stealth star cruisers as they searched the
Beyond.The term Beyond was subman-derived. It meant anything beyond their precious Human
Space. Human. The submen thought of themselves as the lords of creation. What a crass joke.
What a vain conceit. They were mere proto-humans, precursors to a better and fitter race. Did
that mean superiors should worship the submen? Did submen worship chimpanzees? Of course
not.As submen were above chimpanzees, so superiors were above submen.Drakos’s nostrils
flared as he exhaled sharply. He was a short and stocky superior with broader shoulders and
greater strength than average. He wore a silver suit and had a wide face with the arrogant
features of a master warrior. His gaze could wilt almost anyone he stared in the eyes. Other
superiors rightly feared him.Even Methuselah Man Strand feared him.Strand… Drakos’s eyes
narrowed. Then, he hunched over the computer controls and began to input data. He worked at
an almost frenzied pace, his fingers moving faster than seemed human. Of course, that was the
case, if by human one meant a subman. He was superior. He was greater than most dominants,
in fact.Drakos worked at his frenzied pace for several hours. He made many computations and
ran several scenarios in order to help him make a critical decision.He had risked everything to
follow Commander Thrax Ti Ix’s path several years ago after the initial Swarm Invasion. He
needed to find the bug and make him an offer the other could not refuse. He needed Thrax and
the one hundred and sixty Swarm saucer-shaped ships the bug commanded in order to achieve
his dream.By leaving Human Space, Drakos had undoubtedly left the Rebel Organization
embedded in the Commonwealth at the mercy of Star Watch. That organization had been
fomenting rebellions, piracies and other societal ills upon the creaky submen’s institutions.
Through the Rebel Organization, Drakos had introduced cracks intended to turn into splits, and
then political splinters. The dominants could charge into the civil-war carnage afterward, creating
a new empire of superiors.Could the Emperor of the Throne World see the wisdom of doing that?
Drakos shook his sweaty features. The softliners were weak. They believed in coexistence. What



a pathetic concept. In any group of intelligent beings, there was the leader and the followers.
There was the head and the body. Two struggling species could not coexist for long. One must
win. The other would lose. The Emperor had grown soft with his endless harems of beauties as
he sired one batch of sons after another. If he thought Drakos would grow soft by laying with
hundreds of selected beauties—Alone in the chartroom, Drakos laughed harshly. It was so easy
to see. The superiors must not let the subhumans outbreed them. That would be grossest folly.
Yes, there were presently more submen in the universe. But a superior could impregnate
thousands of women each year. Swarms of sons would grow up, eager and ready to enter the
Darwinian war for existence, survival of the fittest. Soon, millions upon billions of fitter superiors
would swamp the frail submen out of existence.Surely, that was what had happened to the
Neanderthals during the last ice age on Earth, why they had gone extinct. The evidence showed
that Cro-Magnon men must have also hunted Neanderthals, perhaps even for sport in the last
days.Drakos nodded. He would build several vast preserves on various planets, once they won
the greater war. He would keep millions of submen alive for sport, for hunting.He smiled. It was a
cruel thing. Then, he shook his head. First, he must win. First, he had to actually find Thrax and
his disgusting bugs.Clone Strand had assured him this was the right section of the Beyond to
search.Drakos leaned back in his chair.He’d spoken to the Emperor’s special prisoner once.
There, Drakos had promised the Methuselah Man the stars in exchange for one small item of
knowledge. The original Strand had been desperate at the time. Drakos had seen it in their
creator’s eyes. And Drakos had known that the original Strand, Methuselah Man Strand, was
one of the most cunning men alive. Surely, Strand had believed that his last clone could outwit
Drakos in time.“That won’t happen,” Drakos said softly in his chartroom.Using the Methuselah
Man’s information, Drakos had found the last clone chamber and broken into it—although Clone
Strand had proven cunning, destroying the reservoir of knowledge that had poured into his
receptive Strand mind at his “birth.” Afterward, the clone had learned bitter lessons in servitude
to Drakos.The superior paused at his task. Why had the original Strand ever wanted to create
lab-grown clones of himself? Drakos shuddered in revulsion.Yes, breed a million sons into
existence and through them live forever, but to create a clone of oneself seemed like blasphemy.
Drakos knew himself as unique. There was only one of him and there would only be one. He
would instantly destroy any clone of himself. Why, that would—Once more, revulsion twisted
across his handsome features. Then, Drakos concentrated, spending several hours more on his
computations. Finally, he read the combined results, and they were negative.Drakos sat perfectly
still, absorbing that. Could he have made a mistake by heading deep into the Beyond to find
Thrax and his bug ships? He’d left his huge underground organization to fend for itself. Without
superior guidance and protection, Star Watch would surely ferret out the spies in their ranks.
That wouldn’t matter if he smashed Star Watch with Swarm warships and followed up with his
stealth star cruisers. But if he couldn’t even find Commander Thrax Ti Ix…“Strand,” he
whispered.It was possible the clone played a more devious game than even he, Drakos, had
been able to understand. The idea seemed preposterous. But he was a superior, meaning he



could face unpleasant facts if he had to.“Strand,” he said, standing.Drakos whirled, heading for
the hatch.-2-Drakos studied the clone sitting across the table from him.The Strand clone was
young and small in comparison. He had an overlarge head with a harsh surgery scar on the left
side of his forehead. The surgeon had removed pieces of the clone’s brain to make room for a
nasty device inserted into the clone’s head. The clone had trouble moving the left side of his
face, and he had complained before that the left side of his body was numb most of the time.The
clone wore a long gray tunic that came to his bony knees. He had been given no other article of
clothing to wear.The room was small, but not tiny. There was a computer terminal to the side. In
the other room attached to this one was the clone’s cot and toilet.Like all New Men, Drakos
secretly feared Strand and even his clones. Once, the original Strand had ruled them harshly.
That must never be allowed to happen again.“I don’t understand it,” the clone said in a
quarrelsome voice. He had been listening to Lord Drakos for some time. “I’ve already told you all
I know about Thrax and his whereabouts.”“It wasn’t good enough,” Drakos said.“Then you
shouldn’t have done this,” the clone said, touching the scar on his forehead. “You damaged my
intellect by tampering with my wonderful mind.”“Untrue,” Drakos said calmly. “The surgeon
assured me—”“Assured!” the clone shouted, interrupting. “That clod had no idea what he was
doing. The brain surgery was a terrible mistake. Now, you’re reaping the rewards of your
stupidity.”Drakos’s eyes burned as his features stiffened.“Did that hurt your pride?” the clone
asked. “If it did, it was only because there was truth in what I said. False accusations don’t sting
half as much as true ones.”“You have grown overbold,” Drakos finally said.“Bah! You can’t refute
what I’ve said so you fall back on mere power, which shows your insecurity. And I understand
better now how much you depend on my intellect. Can’t find Thrax, can you? You have all the
clues I do, probably more. Surely, you hide half the clues from me because you think I could
derive power from them somehow. Well, I don’t blame you for your caution. I am a genius despite
your clod’s surgery. You’re just clever with quick reflexes. Mentally you’re my inferior.”Drakos drew
a device from his jacket, aimed it at Strand and pressed a pain button. That sent a signal to the
control device in the clone’s brain tissues.Strand crumpled from his stool to writhe on the floor as
if he was having an epileptic fit. Sweat pooled on his twisting features and he moaned
pitifully.Finally, Drakos pressed the button again. The writhing stopped and Strand began
breathing normally, if in utter exhaustion.Drakos put away the device and waited. He was a
hunter, a superior. He could wait as long as needed.In time, the clone dragged himself from the
floor and slouched on the stool. He used part of his tunic to wipe his sweaty features. He was
pale and seemed even weaker than earlier.“You’re proving my point. Only a weak man indulges
himself in torture for no purpose. Also, it was a mistake,” the clone wheezed. “By doing that, you
could have damaged what is left of my intellect.”Drakos shrugged as if indifferent.“You’re more of
a fool than I thought if willing to lose me like that, given all the trouble you took to find me.”“You
think wrong,” Drakos said.Strand hung his head. He did so to hide a secret grin sliding onto his
face. He had endured the pain, and he had goaded the short New Man for a reason. No one
believed a prisoner if he gave in too easily. But if one kicked and beat a prisoner and finally broke



him, then one would believe the words. That was what all this was about. Drakos was a
dangerous New Man, but he wasn’t Strand the Genius. His plan would turn the tables yet, and
he would begin his revenge against everyone by starting with this stocky New Man.“Just
remember that there’s more where that came from,” Drakos said. “I want answers, real answers,
not the fakery you’re trying to give me. I know you. Even as a clone, you believe that you are the
chosen one of destiny. That is patently false. While you are full of guile, you are being left far
behind in the Darwinian struggle for survival. I finally understand why the original made clones.
He has no children. Thus, he created copies of himself. But that way lies stasis, not growth. I will
rule the universe through my genes as they expand with greatness as they continue to evolve
and grow into something higher.”The clone looked up. “Ludendorff and I created you superiors.
We did it in the laboratory, not through evolution.”“You merely speeded up the process.”“Do you
understand nothing?”Drakos reached inside his jacket.“No,” the clone pleaded, cringing on his
stool. “Don’t do that again—please.”A wolfish smile stretched across Drakos’s face, even though
he recognized that Strand merely pretended to fear. Did the clone think himself so superior that
he thought he could fool him? What game did the clone play?“I-I thought I knew where Thrax
would go,” Strand stammered. “Remember, I knew him on the Builder Dyson Sphere.”“The
original knew Thrax, not you.”“And I have all the original’s memories.”Drakos nodded curtly.“I
know more about Thrax than anyone else,” the clone added.“Professor Ludendorff knew Thrax,
too. According to my data, Maddox rescued Ludendorff from the Dyson Sphere, and that rescue
caused the sphere’s destruction and Thrax’s original escape.”“All true. But remember this:
Ludendorff doesn’t have the stomach for what needs doing like I do.”“What does that have to do
with anything?” Drakos asked.Strand dropped his head.Drakos recognized the subterfuge.
Hmm…he would play along for the moment. “Clone,” he said.The small man looked up.Drakos
aimed the pain device at the clone. Strand trembled and began to stammer abjectly.“Stop that,”
Drakos said.The clone shut his mouth and cowered.“You said Ludendorff doesn’t have the
stomach to do what needs doing. What does that mean?”“Nothing,” the clone said in a sulky
voice.Drakos sighed, and he pressed the pain button.After a lengthy process, and after Drakos
relented, an even more exhausted clone climbed back onto the stool.“Do you wish for more?”
Drakos asked.Strand shook his sweaty head.“What did you mean earlier about
Ludendorff?”“There…there is a secret Builder base nearby,” the clone whispered. “There are
tools in the base that could…that could aid us in finding Thrax.”“Ah,” Drakos said, realizing this
was the trick. The clone wanted to get to the base in order to pick up some secret weapon and
regain his freedom, perhaps regain his position of power over the Throne World. What kind of
weapons would be on such a base? Surely, powerful weapons or tools would lie there.Perhaps a
little detour was in order, then. He would pick up ancient Builder weapons while making sure the
clone did not regain his freedom. Then, he would proceed to Thrax’s world in an even stronger
position.“Start talking, clone. Tell me about this base and tell me where it is.”“You won’t use the
device against me anymore?” the clone whimpered.“Not unless you force me to.”“Yes,” the clone
said in a pitiful voice. “Here’s what I know…”-3-Starship Victory was deep in the Beyond in the



same general area as the fourteen hardliner-crewed star cruisers. The ancient Adok vessel
drifted uselessly in an asteroid belt of the system of an older main sequence star. The asteroid
belt in this case was far from the solar ball of nuclear energy, in a similar range that Neptune was
from the Sun.The starship had been adrift like this for over two months, the life-support in the
vessel having almost exhausted its oxygen supply since the antimatter engines went offline, and
thus the recyclers had gone offline too. Inside the ship, the personnel were in various positions of
partial stasis, some sprawled on the decks, some in their beds, some sitting in their chairs
unmoving except for the slightest rise and fall of their chests.The reason for this state was clear.
A little over two months ago, the old hidden Builder base in the guise of a fifty-kilometer oblong
asteroid covered with stellar dust had struck the intrusive personnel with a stasis field, shutting
everything and everyone down on and in the starship. From time to time, a rod extruded from the
dust and beamed heat at the starship in order to keep the personnel from freezing to death.The
reason Captain Maddox had brought the starship so close to the base had to do with Professor
Ludendorff. They had not found Commander Thrax Ti Ix and his hybrids or any sign of Lord
Drakos and however many stealth star cruisers he had taken with him on the mission. They had
searched with long-range scans, asked via the Builder comm for the Lord High Admiral to use
the Builder Scanner on Pluto, and still found nothing. Finally, Ludendorff had suggested they go
to the base in order to use ancient Builder equipment that would augment the ship’s
sensors.There had been debates, arguments and recriminations—mainly directed at Ludendorff
for not telling them about the base sooner—until finally Maddox had ordered the course laid in.
The captain had been in the process of leaving Hangar Bay 2 for the base when an ancient
Builder computer inside the base had activated and used a stasis beam on them.Nothing had
happened since then, for whatever reasons an ancient Builder computer could have or why it
had decided to use its emergency power in the first place.Two months had passed, then another
few weeks, and now something unexpected occurred as stealth star cruisers began to openly
decelerate. Fourteen vessels moved from the system’s main Laumer Point near the star toward
the outer asteroid belt. The star cruisers still moved at a relatively high velocity but had begun
braking maneuvers from a billion kilometers out.Perhaps the reason none of the new vessels
had seen Victory yet was that the Builder computer had caused a mass of fine dust and debris
to collect around the metal double oval-shaped starship for just such an eventuality. In essence,
the cloud of dust and debris cloaked the Star Watch vessel from the fourteen intruders and their
sensors.Time passed. More heat dissipated from the hidden starship, and the Builder computer
decided to let it cool even more.The Builder machine was not just any computer, but a Wyr 9000
Series Sentient Computer of the Arioch Builder Theory. Thousands of years ago at the time of its
installation, the Wyr 9000s had been an innovation due to the ascendancy of the Arioch School
of Thought. The Wyr 9000 here didn’t know it, but it had been the only sentient computer
installed in a hidden Builder base within a thousand light-years.Perhaps the data concerning the
premise of its design and role had corroded, never been uploaded, or for some other reason that
would forever remain obscure no longer resided inside the computer’s data banks. The Wyr



9000s possessed advanced intelligence, but also had a corresponding propensity for glitches
that some might term insanity. This Wyr 9000 had received attitude uploads, which had
diminished some of its former brilliance, but given it greater stability. In fact, the attitude
upgrades had reasoned that hibernation mode was the best course of action. The hibernation
appeared to have lasted for longer than it had anticipated.There was also a burnout in its
receiver core. That might be the reason for its extended hibernation mode.Whatever the case
might be, the Wyr 9000 did not want to give the existence of the alien vessel away to the others
heading directly for it. The direct course that had begun from their exit from the Laumer Point
indicated that the personnel of the fourteen ships knew about the base’s existence.None of the
approaching ships conformed to Builder specifications. That inferred yet more aliens had stolen
Builder data. Since its reactivation a little over two months ago, the Wyr 9000 had attempted
communication with other bases, but it had received no responses yet. That implied someone
had destroyed those bases and possibly practiced genocide against the Builders. The ancient
sentient computer ran endless scenarios concerning strategies dealing with this grim possibility.
It was in the process of weighing options when a special sequence of signals reached it from
one of the fourteen star cruisers.Now, this was interesting. The code was ancient indeed and
heeded the proper formula. Could a living and active Builder control the fourteen vessels?
Should it inform the possible Builder of the captured starship nearby?Instead of doing so, the
Wyr 9000 proceeded cautiously, merely sending a confirmation code.That brought swift results
as a new set of codes pulsed from what it deemed as the flagship. A servant-worker was asking
permission to land on the base in order to collect tools for a critical mission.The Wyr 9000 knew
a microsecond of disappointment. There was no living Builder out there after all. Still, a servant-
worker possessed ancient Builder codes. The computer seethed with curiosity. It wanted to
know what had happened to the other bases and the whereabouts of a controlling Builder. Yet,
to openly ask such questions at this juncture—Ah, the Wyr 9000 had an idea. It would demand
the servant-worker to come alone to the base and explain the situation in person. It did not want
an active vessel of any type near it, though. Something strange had occurred that it did not
understand. Too much time had passed since it had last been active. There were no signs of
Builders, and that was incredible. There was no way it was going to just hand out secret Builder
technology to possible aliens. Ancient protocols forbade that. What it would do, though…The
Wyr 9000 computed furiously until it came up with an optimum plan, a surefire way so that no
one could practice any funny business against it. For instance, according to its auto sequencer,
there had been another hidden Builder base 114 light-years away. The base had detonated
several years ago for unknown reasons. That wasn’t going to happen to this base. It would see to
that.Thus, twenty-nine and a half minutes later, a port opened in the “asteroid,” with special
tractor beams keeping the dust on the port from moving. A delivery missile cold-launched via a
railgun catapult system. Once the missile was far enough away, the engine ignited, and a long
tail grew behind it as the missile sped for the approaching flotilla.The Wyr 9000 used its
advanced sensors. This was interesting. Enemy sensors locked onto the missile and energy



weapons powered up. Didn’t the servant-worker know what was going on? If the fourteen ships
attacked the transport missile, they would prove themselves hostile.The Wyr 9000 ran through
even more computations. Perhaps it had miscalculated somewhere. Yet, it could not see where
or how. It needed more data, or it needed a second opinion. Where could it gain—?Oh. That was
easy. It would power up the stasis-starship’s computer and have it run an analysis. Then, it would
compare and contrast. The stasis-starship’s computer had Builder engrams and programs, but
also alien—Adok, it believed—designs and data. The difference should be enough to give it new
insights.The Wyr 9000 sent an awakening pulse and message. At the same time, it ran
electronic interference to disguise what it did from the approaching vessels, and it continued to
watch the fourteen star cruisers, wondering why they hadn’t launched any counter-missiles at its
container rocket yet.Just what was going on here?-4-Drakos sat in the command chair on the
bridge of the Agamemnon. On the main screen, the accelerating missile sped for the cloaked
fleet of star cruisers.“I do not detect any warhead, Lord,” Nar Falcon said. He was a normal-
appearing, golden-skinned superior except for a puckered and unsightly scar across his
forehead. His scar wasn’t from surgery, but from the tip of a rapier while dueling. Nar Falcon was
the chief of Drakos’s Intelligence unit. He presently sat at Sensors, studying the missile 900
million kilometers away.Drakos didn’t respond. He was too busy calculating. Clone Strand was
devious. Would the clone consider suicide because he lacked freedom? A Builder missile didn’t
necessarily need an obvious warhead. It could have something much worse.Drakos pressed a
button on the armrest. A holoimage of Strand appeared before him.“Lord Drakos,” the clone said
in a subservient tone. “How can I be of service?”Drakos pressed another button on his armrest.
“Go to your computer. I’ve linked it to the Agamemnon’s sensors.”The holoimage showed the
clone looking down, and then up at Drakos. “The Builder base is sending us something. That’s a
container missile.”“What’s it sending?” asked Drakos.The clone shook his head. “I don’t know.
May I ask a question, Lord?”Drakos nodded.“Have you received any instructions from the
base?”Drakos glanced at Nar Falcon.“Just the indecipherable pulse message,” Nar Falcon
said.“Perhaps I could translate that, Lord,” the clone said, who must have overheard the
response from Nar Falcon.“Yes, start doing so.” Drakos signaled Nar Falcon.The Intelligence
chief manipulated his board, sending the base’s coded pulse to Clone Strand’s computer.“If you
will permit me a moment, Lord,” the clone said. “I will begin the analysis.”Drakos said nothing,
merely staring at the clone’s holoimage.The clone looked down, concentrated, scratched a
cheek and peered thoughtfully at his computer screen as he worked. Finally, his head jerked
up.“Lord,” the clone said hesitantly. “Perhaps I should speak to you alone.”Drakos pushed off his
command chair, as there was something in the clone’s voice that alerted him. “Keep monitoring
the missile,” he told Nar Falcon. “If anything unusual happens, contact me at once.”“Yes,
Lord.”With that, Drakos tapped an armrest, shutting off the holoimage link. Then, he strode
toward the exit, wondering what was so damn important that it spooked the clone.***Clone
Strand was pacing back and forth as Drakos entered the chamber. The clone halted and looked
up, with worry etched across his sly features.Was that real worry or a disguise for the lie he



would try to fob off on Drakos? He didn’t trust the clone one iota, now less than ever.“Well?” the
superior demanded.“I’m worried, Lord. We’ve awakened a Builder computer.”“So what?”“The
computer is sentient—a true AI, a thinking machine. Now, it’s cagey and apprehensive, I
warrant.”Drakos gestured for the clone to continue.“How can I explain this?” the clone asked.
“The computer is alone in the universe and I think that frightens it. We must treat it with extreme
care.”“I’m here. I’m listening. Quit stalling and make your point.”“Due to its cautious nature, the
computer is sending us a teleportation platform.”“What?” Drakos said, amazed at what he heard.
“Did you say teleportation? Why would it send us such a fantastic piece of
technology?”“Because it doesn’t trust us, Lord.”Drakos scowled. “That makes no sense.”The
clone gulped as if fearful. “It wants me aboard the secret base, Lord. That’s why it’s sending the
teleportation platform.”Drakos shook his head. “We can go there in a shuttle.”“The computer is
openly distrustful, Lord. I doubt it will permit a shuttle or one of our star cruisers near it. Don’t you
see? That’s why it sent a teleport platform. So I could go over there to talk to it in person.”Drakos
made a harsh caw of laughter. “You’re not going anywhere alone, clone.”“I understand your…ah,
caution concerning me, Lord. But if I don’t go, someone else must, if we hope to gain the tools I
need to find Commander Thrax’s new planet.”“You’re trying to double-cross me,” Drakos
said.“No, I assure you—”Drakos strode near, towering over the clone. “Don’t assure me of
anything. I know how you operate. This is a ploy, a plot to deceive me. Yet…the computer is
really giving us a teleportation device?”“It’s not as useful as you believe, Lord. It’s a highly
specialized device. It will only transmit biological matter from one location to another.”“A people
mover,” Drakos said. “That’s what I expected.”“Lord, only biological matter will transport.”The
scowl returned. “Say it plainly, Strand. No more of your trickery.”The clone bobbed his oversized
head. “If I were to teleport, I would have to go naked. The device would not teleport me if I had
clothes on or if I held an object.”“What kind of teleportation device is that?”“A special kind, Lord,”
the clone said. “The computer must be sending it so I can go there to talk to it. In this way, I
cannot take any tools to incapacitate it. This must be the safest course the computer can
chart.”Drakos swore, shaking his head. “How can such a teleport device aid us?”“I must go to the
base, sir. It distrusts us, especially given our numbers. I’m sure once I’m there, I can convince it
to give me the tools I need.”“That you need?” Drakos asked.“That we need, sir,” the clone
corrected.The superior eyed the shifty clone, debating whether he should make Strand writhe in
pain for this deviousness.“Did you tell the computer to do this?”“No, no,” Strand said. “I-I’m trying
to warn you, Lord. The Builder base is a dangerous expedient.”“You warned me about nothing,”
Drakos said. He scowled, turned, heading for the exit, when he stopped and whirled around,
eying the clone anew. “You want to teleport there and try to bargain with the computer?”“The
more I consider it, the more I think my going there could be a bad idea, Lord.”Drakos studied the
clone. “Stall the computer. Once I have the teleport device, then I’ll give you my decision.”The
clone bowed his head, wondering what devious expedient the New Man would use against him.
He had to get to the Builder base. It was the only way he could free himself from this degrading
slavery.-5-Deep inside Victory was the ancient Adok computer-AI system that had deified the



last Driving Force Adok—Galyan. Over six thousand years ago, he had defended his homeworld
against a marauding Swarm fleet. In the end, Galyan had failed, and the homeworld and much of
the star system had been destroyed.The engrams and personality of the living Galyan had been
replicated by the AI system. It was a complex piece of hybrid Builder-Adok technology. That
technology had permitted the Driving Force to survive after a fashion the six thousand years of
solitude. Maddox and company had boarded the ancient ship more than a decade ago now and
had eventually convinced Galyan to become part of their crew.As an AI-derived personality,
being in stasis and then suddenly “awakened,” or switched on, did not disorient Galyan in the
slightest. The Wyr 9000 Sentient Computer supplied him with battery power, activated him,
supplied him with data and asked a question.“What do the crews of the fourteen alien vessels
plan to do here?”Galyan accepted the data and gave the question top priority because the Wyr
9000 designed his awakening that way. During the analysis, however, Galyan’s personality
began to assert itself. He noticed, too, that the base kept powerful passive sensors directed at
the approaching, still-distant stealth star cruisers.Then, it struck Galyan. Victory was asleep, with
all systems but his own shut down. A powerful force—He replayed the event that had defeated
the starship. They had miscalculated with the Builder base computer. They had defeated Builder
systems too often in the past and had likely become complacent. Besides, the entire plan had
been Ludendorff’s, who tended toward prideful conceit, thinking that he always knew what he
was doing.In that moment, Galyan wondered if some of the New Men’s arrogance was due to
their designers, Ludendorff and Strand. The Methuselah Men’s overarching personality must
have rubbed off on their partial creation, so the New Men had taken some of the Methuselah
Men’s worst attributes.“Does that really matter now?” Galyan asked himself.
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Robert Shuler, “best one yet. There are 4 reviews so far, all 5'ers, all accurate (thank goodness
for some answers - it's been obvious through 10 prior volumes Maddox is a real New Man just
not fully developed, and that his mom could not have escaped New Man space without
help).Many of the characters finally emerge as real people. Finally the author allows some of
them to cooperate, which is against his DNA no matter which of his series you read. But it's not
like it was a wrapping up.There is a space battle, but it does not consume the novel. And yes, I'd
call it a novel, about people, not just mindless space opera. Congratulations Vaughn, you've
moved up in the world. And it's even a fairly interesting space battle as far as made up rules
space battles go and not over done. I was disappointed the modified bugs were still so stupid.
And I don't quite remember what happened many books back in the fight with the Builder that
gave Maddox an advantage with the new Erill thingie. Perhaps that Builder's pronouncement
that bugs were superior was just to goad Maddox? Why did it allow itself to be defeated so
easily? Well, Lisa and her Builder are still out there. Perhaps we can get some answers, and
perhaps the enlightened Ludendorf can find Dana and convince her he's changed? Hmm, that
might be a stretch. But after this one, I see the author is not stuck in a rut after all and anything is
possible.”

Mike Nemeth, “At death's door. After debating chasing down Lord Drakos in the previous
installment, Captain Maddox finally goes after his arch nemesis, who he had to let go after a
past pivotal encounter, in "The Lost Swarm," writer Vaughn Heppner's 11th in the Lost Starship
series. Drakos, a New Man with a chip on his shoulder, wants power. He feels owed. He's
smarter than the lesser humans being genetically enhanced like his fellow "dominants." And he
really hates Maddox, who bested him in their last go-round. Drakos wants to take over the
Throne World, where New Men have based their new society. But to do it, he needs allies, or at
least some help. Drakos calls himself cunning. And he is. But he's as trustworthy as an assassin
with no scruples. In this novel, Maddox must try to outsmart Drakos before the New Man defeats
Earth and the Throne World's leadership. His mission is far from easy and the challenges are
many. Maddox faces probably his greatest test, and Valerie, his fellow Star Watch officer, must
step up. And Heppner continues his foray into character development of those who lead the
starship Victory. This is a surprisingly good book.”

Tablet stand, “Good story. I have followed Maddox and the Victory from the beginning and I have
enjoyed the voyage immensely. Interesting characters, aliens ad tech are used in every book
and the way Heppner keeps the many story threads woven together is masterful. But like so
many of the long running scifi book series, it is getting harder to keep new books interesting.
The surprises are less surprising because they are similar to surprises in previous books, the
characters are beginning to become predictable as are the outcomes of the battles and



interpersonal exchanges. I wouldn't mind if the next book wrapped up the loose ends and
brought the series to an end.”

Scottsdale90, “Another great book in the series - buy it!. Another great book in the series. Each
one builds on the one before, but unlike many serial stories, ends with a satisfying conclusion. It
was awesome to learn that answers to several long-outstanding questions about Maddox's
origins, and the book had the usual great blend of action, character development, and relentless
pacing. My only disappointment was that it was over and I have to wait for the author to write
another one. This is the best science fiction series ever written in my opinion. Lots of fun! Keep
those books coming!”

Mark, “This book is one of the best of the series!. The characters were truely fleshed out in this
book. The connections between key individuals were illuminating. The story was so entertaining,
it was difficult putting the book down at the days end. I hope the next book of this series will be
able to match the intensity and intrigue this book presented. If new to the series I WOULD
HIGHLY RECOMMEND START WITH THE 1ST BOOK OF THE SERIES, as you would be
seriously short changing yourself otherwise. Highly recommended reading and a great story to
boot!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Military space drama. Maddox and the crew of Victory are trying to find the
last swarm remnants before Drakos can form an alliance with them, but Maddox has been
incapacitated and must seek help first. Lots of plot twists as usual and more potential threats
are uncovered.  Some revelations are also revealed about who Maddox really is.”

fox, “Best book yet in a terrific series!. Great story that moves along at a terrific pace. We finally
learn about the captain's family history, a mystery that has been begging to be solved since
book 1. A satisfying answer to a question that had become a bit tedious. Vaughn still lacks a
decent editor and the typos and grammar can often rip your attention away from the story but I
imagine this won't change and poor editing won't stop me from reading these delightful stories.”

Mr. F. Gordon, “Enjoyable, entertaining, fun and exciting. Need more? Buy it!. I love these books
because I'm invested in the characters and I'm always intrigued as to what going to happen
next.I like it that I know what I'm going to get from these books and this one does what it I expect
it to do, continue the story, add new stuff but most of all entertain me.Don't want to say more as it
moves into the realms of spoilers, but lets just say it gives some big answers and leaves stuff
open which hopefully means more books!!!Thoroughly enjoyed...”

Als, “The best yet. So the battle of the bugs is over, It was a long but great battle with such a
fitting end to the war. what or who will Maddox go against next time? I hope the series continues”



Ahriman, “A great saga. A trully great sci-fy saga of old. This is really an epic series. Always
hoping for some more stories in the end of each volume.”

Ken. sci-fi fan, “Lost Starship Series. Because the book was great. I highly recommend both
books to anyone who 8s a science fiction fan. Absolutely great.*****”

Jimbo Gilmour, “Great ending we know a bit more but there are still new threats. This is a great
story with lots of twists and turns .It really gives lots of information on Maddox parents and you
will be shocked”

The book by Vaughn Heppner has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 771 people have provided feedback.
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